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          WebViewer Version:

Do you have an issue with a specific file(s)?

Can you reproduce using one of our samples or online demos?

Are you using the WebViewer server?

Does the issue only happen on certain browsers?

Is your issue related to a front-end framework?

Is your issue related to annotations?

Please give a brief summary of your issue:

(Think of this as an email subject)

Annotation comment time always show the same  minute ( 02 )  for all the annotation drawn in the document.

Please find uploaded image.
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Please describe your issue and provide steps to reproduce it:

(The more descriptive your answer, the faster we are able to help you)

Please provide a link to a minimal sample where the issue is reproducible:

        


        
           

         

         
            

                  
                    Entered input text gets truncated after flatterning or print
                    


                    Webviewer unable to load annotations for a specific file
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          Hello, I’m Ron, an automated tech support bot [image: :robot:]

While you wait for one of our customer support representatives to get back to you, please check out some of these documentation pages:
Guides:	Freeform rotation for custom rectangular annotations - Drawing the rotated annotation
	Customize display authors for annotations
	Setting up your server for real-time collaboration
	Core engine for WebViewer - Creating your own UI using WebViewer Core

APIs:	Core. WebViewerServerAnnotationManager - docId
	Core.Annotations. CustomAnnotation - OutputImagePadding
	Core.Tools. PerimeterMeasurementCreateTool - annotationAdded

Forums:	Sample Code is not existed in this demo link
	Loading XOD documents in the viewer
	The Webviewer is too slow when I use in Interner explorer in my react -app
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          Hello,

I tried this out on our viewing sample and was not able to reproduce the issue with the steps you provided. Each annotation that was created had a different timestamp.
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What version of WebViewer are you on?

Are you able to reproduce this with any of our samples?

Are you able to confirm whether there is any embedded JavaScript in the document?

Perhaps you have additional code that is changing the dates?

Andy Huang

        


        
           

         

         
            

                  
                    How to modify the date and time that appears under an annotation?
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